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Please be sure to turn off all electronic devices, and please refrain from 
making extraneous noise, talking, taking flash photographs, or moving 
about the auditorium during the performance. It is important for 
performers and audience members to have the best possible concert-
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Rick- Andy Torres-Lopez 
Diane- Kat Skafidas 
Marge- Libby Welch 
Paul- Ryan Mewhorter 
Nancy- Diana Slater 
John- Jimmy Cinski 
Phil- Ross Chua 
Steve- Zach Driscoll 
Jack- Daniel Preciado  




Conductor- Tyme Baez 
Rehearsal Pianist- Robbie Padilla 
Flute- Andre Solomon 
Clarinet 1- Laura Del Rosso 
Clarinet 2- Tyler Youngman 
Saxophone- Keller Tehan 
Trumpet- Liam Hines 
Euphonium- Erik Whalen 
Trombone- Connor Owen 
Guitar- Rylan Mortensen  
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Keyboard 2- Mike Clark 
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This recital is given in partial fulfillment of the degree Bachelor of 
Music in Music Composition with Peformance Honors. Mr. Baez is 







Prologue: Marge’s Diner 
 
Scene 1: Marge’s Diner; “Norborne”- Diane; “After Norborne”- 
Diane, Rick 
 
Scene 2: Norborne Medical; “My Dark Day”- Paul 
 
Scene 3: Norborne High School; “Why Wasn’t I enough”- John 
 
Scene 4: A park; “Maybe it’s time”- Jack, Steve 
 
Scene 5: Marge’s Diner; “Poor Child”- Marge 
 
Interlude: A park; “That’s Why I stay”- Rick 
 
Scene 6: Marge’s Diner; “Cold Nights and Warm Days”- Diane 
 
Scene 7: A street in Norborne 
 
Scene 8: A Café in Norborne; “Didn’t make it Easy”- Jack and  
Steve 
 
Scene 9: Marge’s Diner; “Mystery Man”- Cast sans Rick 
 
Scene 10: Diane’s House; “Finale”-Orchestra  
